Phase 5 decodable words for DfES Letters and Sounds Programme

spray
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crayon
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delay
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out
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about
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cloud
found
sprout

scout
proud
sound
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- loudest
- mountain
- pie
- lie
- tie
- die
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cried

tried

spied

fried

replied

denied
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sea
seat
bead
read
meat
treat
heap
least
steam
repeat
boy
toy
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- royal
- annoying
- girl
- sir
- bird
- shirt
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- skirt
- skirt
- birth
- third
- first
- thirteen
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- thirsty
- clue
- blue
- glue
- true
- Sue
statue

rescue

argue

saw

paw

raw
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- claw
- jaw
- lawn
- yawn
- law
- shawl
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whistle
whenever
wheel
whisper
white
who
whose  whole
whom  whoever
Philip  Philippa
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- phonics
- sphinx
- Christopher
- dolphin
- prophet
- phantom
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stew
few
new
dew
pew
knew
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automatic
money
honey
donkey
donkey
cockney
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- cockney
- jockey
- jockey
- turkey
- turkey
- turkey
- chimney
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make
make
take
take
game
race
scene

complete

extreme

like

like

time
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invite
inside
bone
pole
home
alone

huge

cube

tube

use

computer